
Assessment in Mathematics at Balshaw’s 

Numeracy Ninjas 

Each Maths lesson in Year’s 7 and 8 starts with a short intensive starter 
activity named Numeracy Ninjas. 
 
Numeracy Ninjas  is an intervention designed to fill gaps in students' 
basic mental calculation strategies and also to empower them with 
the numeracy skills and fluency required to fully access 
GCSE Maths concepts when they move towards Key Stage 4 study. 
 
These are low stakes assessments that our students enjoy.  They relish 
seeing their scores improve and they look forward to the challenge as 
the weeks progress and the skill level becomes gradually more  
demanding. 

Skills Checks 

In Year’s 9, 10 and 11, each lesson starts with a short skills check or retrieval exercise.  
Again, these are low stakes tasks that students self or peer assess.  Students track their 
progress over time and are encouraged to identify areas in which they have improved as 
well as areas in which they have work yet to do in their quest to master the concept in 
question. 
 
Pupils find this key to their revision and find it aids in their retrieval and retention of 
Mathematical methods and knowledge. 



The use of traffic light cards in Maths lessons help to develop an improved student-
teacher dialogue regarding the understanding of tasks set.  All students have these and 
are expected to have them on their desks in a visible position to aid in the silent      
communication between the student and the teacher throughout the duration of the      
lesson. 

Traffic Light Cards 

I’m stuck. 

I need some 

extra help. 

I’m not quite sure. 

I need a little extra clarification. 

I fully understand. 

I feel confident without 

any extra support. 

• Aids effective circulation of room by the teacher 
• Ensures that all students are on task and are thinking about their learning 
• Provides a safe and discrete way of pupils asking for help without feeling             

embarrassed 
• Builds up students confidence regarding this subject 

In addition, the Mathematics Department at Balshaw’s use this system to develop  
students thinking skills, and understanding of subject matter through active participation.  

• Progress checks 
through diagnostic 
questioning 

• Gaps in learning/
misconceptions quickly 
and easily identified 

Lastly, we often use this strategy to introduce new concepts which in turn enables    
teachers to minimise the risk of going over old ground needlessly.  



Progress Checks 

Progress checks are built into Mathematics lessons in order to help both students and 
teachers to confirm progress within a particular mathematical concept so that the  
momentum in our students learning is optimal.  This is done by posing questions that  
encourage students to consider their experiences of their individual learning journey so 
far. 

Solely about that particular lesson. 

Declarative, Procedural and Conceptual  
aspects of the lesson. 

Start of topic, what do they already know  
that will help. End of topic, cross-curricula and real-life. 

End of topic, other aspects of Maths. 

How a series of lessons link. 



The Century Tech Digital Learning Platform 

With Century our students can…. 

Century instantly identifies gaps in learning and remedies misconception, supporting and 

stretching our students at a pace that is right for them.  This digital learning platform    

provides a system that is much more individually directed offering a more bespoke          

experience. 

With Century our students…. 

Century generates a recommended learning 
pathway for the user.  This constantly adapting 
personal pathway is ideal for independent 
study.  All students are expected to spend a 
minimum of 30 minutes per week working 
through their recommended learning pathway. 



In the Mathematics Department at Balshaw’s Century Tech is regularly used to 
• assess prior knowledge that form the prerequisites in readiness for the                   

commencement a new unit of work 
• assist with Make A Difference Time 
• provide a more bespoke digital home learning experience 
• provide revision materials in readiness for summative assessments 

All students are provide with a home learning book for which they 
are encouraged to use to 
• make notes from the video(s) and/or flashcard(s) that they 

have explored 
• practise writing the full written methods of working 
• act as a log/journal in which they can record their          

achievements and areas for development 
 

Below shows an example of student feedback that is typical via this platform.  The       

feedback is specific to the user as an individual and will update as the student works 

through their recommended learning pathway.  As well as highlighting areas for               

improvement, this platform recommends areas for ‘stretch’, meaning that all of our       

students have plentiful opportunities to progress, exceed and excel in this subject no 

matter their starting point. 





Marking and Feedback 

 

 

 

 

Each half-term the students at Balshaw’s are provided with a feedback sticker as shown 
here.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These are concise for students to follow and provide them with actionable targets for  
further improvement in addition to highlighting areas in which their performance in the 
work that they are producing is pleasing. 

Students attempt a short summative assessment for each unit of work that they study.  
These assessment questions are often posed following a short break after the unit to be 
assessed has been thoroughly covered in class so that we can evaluate what learning has 
been retained.  These assessments are designed primarily to assess the curriculum        
covered within the unit.  Students self or peer assess these tasks using a green pen.  



Each year group complete a minimum of one set of assessment questions per term that 
involve working for a more sustained period of time. Students are informed in advance as 
to what the content of these assessments include. Relevant nuggets are set on the Century 
Tech digital learning platform to aid revision. These papers require a whole lesson to     
complete and are teacher assessed. Where and when possible, the department work      
together to collaboratively mark these scripts. The outcomes of these assessments are  
recorded on the departmental database so that comparisons can be made. This data 
serves to help to inform the schools termly tracking exercises too.  
 
Students are expected to evaluate their performance on individual questions by            
completing the assessments corresponding cover sheet for which an example is shown  
below. On completion of this cover sheet, our students are aware of their individual 
strengths as well as their areas for improvement.  



Make A Difference time 

At the completion of a unit of work students are given a sticker that draws attention to the 
learning objectives explored throughout that particular unit.  Areas of success (What Went 
Well) and areas for improvement (Even Better If) are highlighted accordingly. 
 

Expectations may in involve students 

attempting to address concerns       

highlighted by focussing on specific 

questions, from a series of questions, 

that they are exposed to. 

Students are also encouraged to make 

optimal use of the digital technology 

available to them.  This encourages 

individuals to take ownership of their 

own learning, and become more      

resilient in their attitudes towards 

making progress.  For example, they 

can attempt to address areas for      

development by accessing the Century 

Tech digital learning platform that we 

at Balshaw’s are subscribed to. 



Here is an example of a different 

style of MAD Time task designed to 

support our students with the     

correction of their work on an       

assessment question on the topic of 

rearranging formulae.   

 

 

This task is split up into three key 

stages. 

• The first part of the exercise is 

solely for the class teacher to 

model the required response 

and draw students attention to 

key points on the                     

accompanying mark scheme. 

• The second part, although still 

teacher led, provides an        

opportunity for students to be 

more involved in helping to 

achieve the desired response.  

This in turn assists the teacher 

in assessing how the students 

are progressing before being 

tasked to work more              

independently. 

• The third part ensures that   

students have the opportunity 

to practise and ascertain as to 

whether or not they have now 

increased their likelihood of 

experiencing more success 

with similar questions in the 

future. 


